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INTRODUCTION

WHO WE ARE

Who we are

[02]

Thinkbox is the marketing body for commercial TV
in the UK, in all its forms. We work with the marketing
community with a single ambition: to help advertisers
get the best out of today’s TV.
01. The Affair Sky Atlantic
02.	Armstrong and Miller
Show Dave
03.	Secret Life of Four
Year Olds Channel 4
04. Broadchurch ITV
05.	Regular Show
Cartoon Network
06.	Gotham Channel 5

Our shareholders are Channel 4, ITV, Sky Media,
Turner and UKTV, who together represent over 99%
of commercial TV advertising revenue through their
owned and partner TV channels. Associate Members
are Discovery Networks Norway, Disney, London
Live, RTL Group, TalkTalk, Think TV (Australia), Think
TV (Canada), TV Globo (Brazil), TV2 (Norway) and
Virgin Media. Discovery Networks UK, UTV and STV
also give direct financial support.
TV today has more to offer advertisers than ever
before, not least because this growing medium
remains at the heart of popular culture and
advertising effectiveness. From understanding how
audiences engage with TV advertising, uncovering
what the latest technological developments mean,
explaining innovative and affordable solutions, and
encouraging creativity to providing the rigorous
proof of effectiveness that advertisers need,
we are here to help businesses meet their
marketing objectives.

In recent years, Thinkbox has won a number
of awards including Media 360’s Industry Body
of the Decade; Best Business to Business Marketing
at The Marketing Society Awards for Excellence;
the Grand Prix award for Best Media Research
of the Year from the Media Research Group; the
awards for Advertising and Media Research from
the Market Research Society; Research Team of
the Year from Mediatel; and our TV advertising has
been awarded by The British Television Advertising
Awards/The British Arrows, the APA, D&AD and
Creative Circle. Thinkbox’s ‘Harvey the dog' ad was
voted 2010’s Ad of the Year by a poll of ITV viewers,
with the follow-up TV Ad – ‘Harvey & Rabbit’–
appearing in Nielsen’s study of the Most Liked Ads
of 2012 and Campaign’s Top 10 TV & Cinema Ads of
2012. ‘Harvey & Harmony’, the third ad in the Harvey
series, was one of the nation’s top ten most liked ads
of 2015 (source Ebiquity/TNS).
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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME FROM LINDSEY CLAY

Welcome
From Lindsey Clay
[01]

877 new or returning brands on TV, ad investment
topping £5 billion for the first time, and a welcome
positive mood swing – commercial TV enjoyed 2015.

LINDSEY CLAY

Chief Executive,
Thinkbox

Last year, a new book leapt onto my list of essential
reading for marketers. It joined Byron Sharpe’s
‘How Brands Grow’, anything by Les Binet and Peter
Field, and Bob Hoffman’s ‘Marketers are from Mars,
Consumers are from New Jersey’. The new book was
media columnist Michael Wolff’s ‘Television is the
new television: the unexpected triumph of old media
in the digital age’.
While I’m not a fan of the phrase ‘old media’
(TV is permanently, constantly new), the sentiment
of Wolff’s book said something about TV in 2015.
It was indicative of a mood swing. There was greater
recognition that, yes, TV is changing and that a
part of that change is less linear viewing, but it is
in great health, existentially unthreatened by new
technologies – capitalising on them in fact – and
as central to people’s lives as ever.
It was a similar story for TV advertising in 2015.
This was summed up by a fine article in the
Financial Times by Ian Leslie – ‘How the Mad Men
lost the plot’ – in which he examined how marketers
had been seduced by the shiny and new only to
discover it wasn’t the magic they had hoped for.
Meanwhile TV continued to be the most effective
form of advertising.

So what else happened of note in 2015?
Well, Thinkbox launched its amazing new website!
TV advertising celebrated its 60th birthday, which
was a welcome pause for thought about how far
it has come. But don’t let a superficially big number
fool you (a rule to live by in media); TV is the
sprightliest 60-year-old on the block. It still sprints
for brands and wins their marathons; its circulation
pumps as strongly and freely as ever, finding new
arteries to explore; its reproductive organs remain
formidable as its many babies prove. Do read the
equally formidable Mark Ritson’s birthday missive
on p.44 to check how TV looks at 60.
2015 was also another record year for TV ad
revenues – the sixth year in a row – with total
TV investment topping £5bn (see p.14). Viewing
patterns are changing as the relationship between
our linear diet and our blossoming on-demand
appetite continues to settle (see p.12), but the
impact of TV advertising and its partnership
with other media are as powerful as ever. This is
underpinned by the brilliant media planning and
cracking creativity in which the UK leads the
world (see p.52).

[02]

'2015 was also another
record year for TV ad
revenues – the sixth year
in a row – with total TV
investment topping £5bn.'
01. Indian Summers Channel 4
02.	Netball World Cup Final
Sky Sports
03.	I'm a Celebrity… Get me
out of here ITV

[03]

But world-class media planning and ad creativity
need world-class content to live around as well as
innovative new ways to use TV. Step forward the
UK’s commercial broadcasters and take a bow.
2015 was packed with ad innovation – Sky’s AdVance,
Channel 4’s new programmatic exchange, the ITV
Hub – all adding new layers of opportunity to the
TV advertising landscape, and the content on offer
was as diverse and mesmerising as ever. We all
have our personal favourites; my 2015 was defined
by The Affair, the Netball World Cup, Grantchester,
Yonderland, Veep, A League of Their Own, The Good
Wife, Homeland, Indian Summers, Downton, BGT,
IACGMOOH, Cilla, Fargo… I could go on.
But that’s just me. On p.46 we’re delighted to
have Lisa Campbell, Director of the Edinburgh
International Television Festival, giving an overview
of commercial TV’s highlights in 2015.
According to Ofcom, the UK also leads the world
in the way it watches TV. UK viewers are apparently
the most advanced in terms of embracing new ways
to enjoy TV and other video content. We now live
in a video world, and it is vital we understand its
nuances to ensure advertising investment keeps its
eyes on the effectiveness prize. Read Matt Hill’s piece
on the new video world on p.28 for more on this.
But, while I’m happy to bang the drum for TV in
the UK, we must not be too parochial. Every market
is different – read the inimitable Nigel Walley from
Decipher on the major differences between the
US and UK TV markets on p.40.
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But it is important the global TV community
works together in the face of the continued
rhetorical blitz from tech companies. In 2015,
Thinkbox welcomed TVB (Canada), TV Globo
(Brazil), TV2 (Norway) and Disney on board as
Associate Members, joining Discovery Networks
Norway, London Live, RTL Group, TalkTalk, Think
TV (Australia), and Virgin Media. We also continued
to work closely with other TV companies and trade
bodies around the world to ensure the powerful
message about TV, its development and its unrivalled
advertising effectiveness is understood in every
corner of the globe.
We need to add constantly to what we know about
TV advertising and its effectiveness. Providing you
with insight into the now and next of TV remains
core to Thinkbox’s mission. In 2016, we will be
unveiling new studies looking at marketing in the
digital age and the video world, amongst others.
These follow 2015’s crop: ‘The truth about youth’
and ‘TV Response: new rules, new roles’ (see p.24).
If you want more detail on these and our other
research studies – as well as absolutely everything
else you could possibly wish to know about TV –
you could do worse than pop to the brand new
thinkbox.tv website. We are very happy to show
off our new online home. Do let us know what
you think.

TV in
numbers

Crackanory Dave
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TV IN NUMBERS

TV viewing in context
Topline viewing figures

TV VIEWING IN CONTEXT

COMMERCIAL TV VIEWING OVER TIME BY DEMOGRAPHICS
Source: BARB, Jan–Dec 2005–2015

Average hours of commercial TV viewed per day on a TV set within 7 days of Broadcast
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TV VIEWING SINCE 2005, BY AGE
AVERAGE HOURS OF TV VIEWED PER DAY
Source: BARB, Jan–Dec 2005–2015
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ADULT IMPACTS IN BILLIONS
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2015
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Adults

66.2% of TV set viewing in 2015 was to
commercial TV channels, meaning that the
average person watched 2 hours, 23 minutes
of commercial TV a day.

07

00

Men

COMMERCIAL TV DOMINATES

YOUNGER PEOPLE WATCHED
LESS TV ON A TV SET
Where there has been more decline in TV set
viewing is for younger audiences. In 2015, 16–34s
watched 2 hours, 25 minutes a day of TV on a TV
set, down from 2 hours, 36 minutes in 2014; under-16s
watched 1 hour, 51 minutes a day, down from 1 hour
58 minutes. However, TV still dominates young
people’s video consumption, accounting for 57.5%
of 16–24s total video diet (see p.20).
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No. of hours of TV viewed per day
2015

2014

2013
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00

2015

Downloadable
2005

01

2014

Chromecast

1 hour 49 minutes

16–34s

2013

60%
internet
access

2 hours 22 minutes

02

TOTAL ADULT BROADCAST IMPACTS
Source: BARB, 2005–2015. Base: 30” reweighted impacts, adults

2011

85%
internet access

2 hours 34 minutes

Individuals

2010

3h 41m 3h 36m

ABC1 Adults

2009

3h 52m

Kids 4–15

2008

4h 02m 4h 02m 4h 01m

1 hour 23 minutes
01

2007

3h 39m 3h 36m 3h 38m 3h 44m 3h 45m

Over the last decade there have been a number
of new technologies and video services that could
have disrupted TV viewing on the TV set. Yet over
this period of time there has been remarkably little
change in the amount of time we spend watching
TV on the TV set. As we’ll move on to discuss, young
people’s viewing patterns have seen more change,
but the average individual is spending 3 hours,
36 minutes a day watching TV on the TV set,
that’s just 3 minutes less than we did in 2005.

1 hour 57 minutes

2006

Non-commercial

02

00

2005

No. of hours of TV viewed per day

Commercial

2 hours 23 minutes

2012

TV SET VIEWING IN PERSPECTIVE

DESPITE A DECADE OF DISRUPTION, STANDARD VIEWING IS RESILIENT
Source: BARB 2005–2015, individuals. Ofcom Technology Tracker

03

2005

TV dominates the new video world. Its scale, reach and impact are
unrivalled. Despite the changes we are seeing in the pattern of viewing
as new ways of watching become more established, the fundamentals
remain: we watch most of our TV live on a TV set and it reaches almost
everyone every week. In this section we provide an overview of changing
viewing patterns according to BARB’s standard measurement of TV set
viewing within 7 days of broadcast. We also look at how forms of viewing
which currently fall outside standard measurement are helping TV to grow.

No. of hours of TV viewed per day

03

2005
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WE WATCHED 45 TV ADS A DAY
Commercial impacts during 2015, though they
decreased by 1% compared with 2014, have grown
by 22.1% over the last ten years. The average viewer
watched 45 TV ads a day – 6 ads more a day than
ten years ago. Collectively the UK watched an
average of 2.62 billion TV ads a day in 2015.

A YEAR IN TV 2015

TV IN NUMBERS

COMMERCIAL TV’S REACH HAS
REMAINED STABLE OVER 5 YEARS

TV HAS EXTREMELY HIGH DAILY, WEEKLY AND MONTHLY REACH
COMMERCIAL TV REACHES

When people do record TV they tend to watch
it very quickly. This shows their desire to stay close
to the live schedules. The rise of social media has
had an influence on this as the risk of online spoilers
makes watching live even more magnetic.

PEOPLE PLAYBACK PROMPTLY: 79% WITHIN 2 DAYS
Source: BARB, 2015 – Time-shifted viewing within 7 days of broadcast, individuals

Despite the dip in the volume of viewing, TV’s
reach – via the TV set – was largely untouched for all
demographics. In 2011 commercial TV reached 93.7%
of the UK a week, in 2015 it was 92.5%. Specifically
for younger audiences, there is more of a difference
in reach. In 2015, commercial TV reached 87.7%
of 16–34s a week.

70.8% OF THE POPULATION IN A DAY

TV VIEWING IN CONTEXT

92.5% OF THE POPULATION IN A WEEK

46%

45
40
35
% Playback

Source: BARB, 2015, individuals, reach 1 min+

50

30
23%

25
20
15

10%

10

7%

5%

05
00
98.0% OF THE POPULATION IN A MONTH

TIME-SHIFTED VIEWING STABLE IN HOMES WITH A TV RECORDER

Q4
11

Q2
12

Q4
12

Q2
13

Q4
13

Q2
14

Q4
14

Q2
15

Q4
15*

7%

9%
8%

Live

	Viewed on the same
day as live (VOSDAL)

This is an average figure for all UK households,
but not every household has a digital television
recorder. In the 58% of households that own one,
82% of TV on a TV set in 2015 was watched live.
In 2014 it was 83%. Live schedules remain as
popular as ever, regardless of what technology
a household has.
There was also no major difference in the
amount of commercial linear TV which is recorded
compared with equivalent BBC channels, which
shows how time-shifting TV is not an attempt
to avoid ads (see middle chart on page opposite).

82%

87%

	Time-shifted viewing
within 7 days
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21%

60%

78%
64%

62%

40%
30%
20%
10%

10%

12%

38%

70%

50%

13%

81%
78%

82%

79%

87%

87%

90%

88%

4%

3%

96%

97%

81%

00%

87% OF TV IS WATCHED LIVE

Individuals with TV recorders

13%

19%

BBC News

Q2
11

THE MAJORITY OF TV SET VIEWING IS LIVE
Source: BARB, Jan–Dec 2015, individuals; individuals in TV recorder homes

6%

Live

Commercial News

Q4
10

22%

18%

BBC Sport

Q2
10

Quarter

Individuals

Day 7

Time-shifted

Commercial Sport

Q4
09

Day 6

BBC Kids

Q2
09

Day 5

BBC Entertainment

00

Q4
08

Day 4

Commercial
Entertainment

00

Q2
08

Day 3

BBC Films

10

19%

Commercial Films

10

Q4
07

Day 2

BBC Documentaries

20

22%

36%

Commercial
Documentaries

20

80%

BBC Drama
inc. soaps

30

90%

Commercial
Drama inc. soaps

30

Q2
07

Day 1

TV CONTINUES TO CONNECT ADVERTISERS WITH MASS AUDIENCES
1+ REACH ACHIEVED BY A NATURALLY DELIVERED CAMPAIGN OF 500 RATINGS
Source: BARB/Advantedge K2/Campaign running across 7 weeks (38 to 44)
ADULTS

86%

83%

16–34S

83%

83%

82%

ABC1 ADULTS

80%

86%

83%

1+ cover

% of all viewing

40

Q4
06

Viewing on same
day as live

100%
50

40

Q2
06

1%

60

% TV recorder penetration

50

4%

TIME-SHIFTING IS DRIVEN BY PROGRAMME GENRE NOT AD AVOIDANCE
Source: BARB, 2015, Individuals in video recorder homes, commercial TV vs BBC

Source: Sky – 10 Years of Sky Plus (Q2 2006–Q3 2010) and BARB Establishment
Survey (Q4 2010 onwards) *Q4 2015 TV recorder penetration Thinkbox estimate

TV recorder penetration (Households)
% time-shifted viewing in TV recorder homes (inds)
% total time-shifted viewing (inds)

60

4%

Commercial Kids

THINKBOX

83%

TV advertising’s ability to reach mass audiences
has remained almost unchanged for the last 10 years.
The chart on the left illustrates the level of 1+ cover
that was achieved by a naturally delivered campaign
of 500 ratings in 2004, 2014 and 2015. From 2004
to 2014 there was a minor decrease of 3 percentage
points in the level of 1+ cover that is delivered from
500 ratings. This small decline is the effect of the
huge increase in penetration of TV recorders across
this time period which now stands at 58% of homes.
Considering that this device was heralded to destroy
the 30 second spot, its actual effect has been minimal.
2004
2014
2015
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TV IN NUMBERS

ESTIMATED TIME SPENT VIEWING ALL BROADCASTER CONTENT
Source: BARB and UK broadcaster data, 2015, individuals

4.00

4 minutes

	Additional viewing
on other devices
Additional viewing on a TV
	Industry standard viewing
3 hours 51 minutes
11 minutes

3.50
No. hours of TV viewed per day

TV VIEWING IN CONTEXT

3.00
2.50
2.00
3 hours 36 minutes
1.50
1.00
0.50

'In total, 6.5% of all
viewing currently falls
outside the industry
standard. Among 16–24s
the volume of viewing
estimated to fall outside
the industry standard
increases to 14%.'

Wabbit Cartoon Network

Inds

0.00

STANDARD MEASUREMENT DOESN’T
TELL THE WHOLE STORY
Up to this point we have been talking about and
reporting industry standard viewing; that is viewing
of broadcaster content that occurs on a TV set
within 7 days of the original broadcast.
However, by collecting and aggregating census
level device and TV set stream data from the
broadcasters, and the TV set viewing that occurs
8–28 days after broadcast – which BARB reports
but doesn’t include in its standard measurement –
we can estimate the total amount of time we
spend watching TV.
In the chart above viewing has been broken
down into three sections.
——Industry standard: viewing that occurs on
a TV within 7 days of broadcast.

By combining these different forms of viewing we
estimate that the average viewer watched 3 hours
and 51 minutes of TV a day in 2015, that’s 5%
more than we watched in 2005. In total, 6.5% of all
viewing currently falls outside the industry standard.
Among 16–24s the volume of viewing estimated to
fall outside the industry standard increases to 14%.

TV as a whole continues to dominate our media
day accounting for 42% of our chosen media time.
Radio is the 2nd highest with 19%.

TV ACCOUNTS FOR 42% OF ADULTS' CHOSEN MEDIA DAY
Source: IPA Touchpoints 6 2015, adults 15+. Includes only media which
people choose to consume. TV, radio, newspaper & magazine figures
include online/app consumption.

YOUNGER PEOPLE LOVE
NEW TV SCREENS

EMAIL/MESSAGING/
VIDEO CALLING 14%

Younger people are spending more time
watching TV online thanks to screens like tablets
and smartphones. 38% of their video viewing is
on devices compared with 20% for all individuals.
The shape of their viewing has altered more
significantly because they split their TV viewing
across more screens than generations that only
had one to choose from. On p.20 we take an
in-depth look at young people’s relationship
with TV and other forms of video.

SOCIAL MEDIA
9%
ANY TV 42%

ADULTS 15+

——Additional viewing on a TV set: playback or
VOD viewing on a TV set 8 or more days after
broadcast; broadcaster box set / film VOD viewing.
——Additional viewing on other devices: viewing
to any broadcaster content on devices, live,
catch-up VOD and box set / film VOD viewing.
ANY RADIO 19%

Online browsing 4%
Internet for work 2%
Shopping online/research 2%
Other online activity 1%
Online music 1%
Online video 1%
Online banking 0.3%
Cinema 0.4%
Any magazine 1%
Any newspaper 3%
—12—
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TV IN NUMBERS

TV advertising tops
£5 billion for the
first time

TV advertising may have turned 60 in 2015, but
it enjoyed another growth spurt. TV ad revenue
totalled £5.27 billion in 2015 (gross of agency
commission), up 7.4% on 2014. This represents all
the money invested by advertisers in commercial
TV: linear spot and sponsorship, broadcaster VOD,
and product placement.

TV ADVERTISING TOPS £5 BILLION

THE MOST VIEWED TV ADVERTISERS/HOLDING COMPANIES IN 2015
Source: BARB, 2015, reweighted commercial impacts according to BARB reporting

TV broadcast views
P&G

30.5

Sky

21.1

Unilever

20.3

Reckitt Benckiser

20.3

Mars

It’s been another record 12 months for TV
advertising revenue, with a sixth consecutive
year of growth taking total investment past
the £5 billion mark for the first time. 2015’s
growth was boosted by continued investment
from global technology companies – not least
Facebook, the year’s biggest new TV advertiser.
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Impacts (billions)

Advertising Association (AA) estimates
indicate that the total UK advertising market
grew to £19.7 billion in 2015, up 6.1% year on year.
TV advertising outpaced the market, growing by
7.4%. Based on the AA estimate, TV accounted
for 26.9% of the total UK ad market in 2015.

1,600

2014
2015

+15%

1,400

1,200

1,000

800

+4%

600

Based on data from Nielsen, the continued growth
of TV has been fuelled by increased investment in all
major marketing categories, with significant growth
coming from online companies looking to harness
the brand-building power of TV. Online businesses
invested over £500 million in TV in 2015, an increase
of 14% on 2014.

‘TRADITIONAL’ TV ADVERTISERS
INCREASE INVESTMENT
+14%

+10%

+17%

2015 also saw a trend in more established TV
categories increasing their investment. Motors
increased TV spend by 18%, finance increased
by 17% and household FMCG increased by 14%,
according to Nielsen.

+4%

400

+18%

+12%

+6%

+11%

200

+14%

00
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Other

This figure reflects the number of brands who
went on TV for the first time or returned to TV
after no TV advertising for at least five years.
Notable newcomers were Facebook, which was
the year’s biggest new TV advertiser, investing
£10.8 million; gaming company Machine Zone
spending £6.6 million; and online estate agent
network Agents Mutual Ltd at £5.9 million.
Together, these new or returning advertisers
accounted for 2.3% of total TV ad revenues,
according to Nielsen.

ONLINE BUSINESSES ARE THE
SECOND BIGGEST CATEGORY
OF ADVERTISERS ON TV

ONLINE BUSINESS IS NOW THE 2ND LARGEST TV CATEGORY
Source: Nielsen, 2014–2015. All online only and online services for
bricks and mortar businesses combined to create ‘online business’

HH FMCG

877 NEW OR RETURNING ADVERTISERS
(INCLUDING ADSMART ADVERTISERS)

HH Equip. & DIY

Note: Figures are at current prices and gross. Revenue includes TV spots
and sponsorship (broadcaster VOD from 2011).
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TV OUTPACES THE
ADVERTISING MARKET

2000

9.5

Motors

2500

Nestlé

Ent. & Leisure

3000

2000

£000,000's

3500

12.2

Finance

4000

12.9

Crown Commercial Service

Cosmetics

4500

L'Oréal

Online Business

5000

13.7

Food

Includes broadcaster VOD

BT

Ad spend (£ millions)

GROWTH IN TOTAL TV REVENUE
Source: Advertising Association Expenditure Report 2000–2010.
2011–2015 data supplied by the UK broadcasters which includes
VOD revenue.
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Peep Show Channel 4

TV CONTINUES TO DELIVER BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
Source: BARB/Advantedge K2/Campaign running across 7 weeks (38 to 44)

1+ reach achieved by a naturally delivered campaign costing £1m

82%

80%

74%

75%

70%

73%

76%

74%

With the cost of TV 30% cheaper than it was
in 2005, the 3+ cover that can be achieved from
a spend of £1 million has grown for campaigns
targeting Adults and Adult ABC1s and remained
stable for 16–34s. It is likely that advertisers are
currently feeling the pinch of demand and supply
driven inflation year on year, however, it’s important
to look at how cost efficient TV remains over
a longer period of time.

1+ cover

79%

Adults
2004

2014

16–34s

Based on a campaign spend of £1 million,
TV is delivering higher levels of 1+ cover (i.e. the
percentage of an audience seeing an ad at least
once) for campaigns targeting Adults and ABC1
Adults than it did 10 years ago. For 16–34s, the reach
has slightly declined, pointing to the opportunity
to extend campaigns targeting younger viewers
to broadcaster VOD in order to maintain 1+ reach.

Ads ABC1

2015

3+ reach achieved by a naturally delivered campaign costing £1m

55%

53%

46%

45%

40%

45%
37%

42%

1+ cover

40%

Adults
2004

2014

16–34s

Ads ABC1

2015
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Through the Keyhole ITV

Research,
trends &
innovation

Catastrophe Channel 4
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RESEARCH, TRENDS & INNOVATION

FROM BOREDOM-BUSTING TO SOCIAL MAINTENANCE

From boredom-busting
to social maintenance
The truth about youth
TV dominates younger people’s video consumption
(see p.28). But there are plenty of other forms of video that
play important roles in their lives too. The ‘truth about youth’ –
by youth research specialists Platypus – explored the various
roles that video content plays in their lives, the impact of life
stage and situation on viewing behaviour, and perceptions
of different forms of video advertising.

58%
TV ACCOUNTS FOR
58% OF ALL 16–24S'
VIDEO CONSUMPTION

16–24S WATCH
3 HOURS 25 MINUTES
OF VIDEO PER DAY

16–24S WATCH 30
TV ADS PER DAY
ON A TV SET

Using a blend of feedback from online communities,
ethnographic filming, and filmed in-depth discussions,
the study identified three interlinking aspects which
influence how younger people consume video:
‘Time & Space’, ‘Identity’, and ‘Social Maintenance’.

TIME & SPACE
Young people’s space is limited, but time
is boundless, even though the perception often
differs from the truth. Boredom can be an issue –
particularly for the 14–16s – and this creates a long
viewing hierarchy that stretches from boredombusting all the way up to total, sofa-ensconced
immersion. TV content plays a role across the whole
spectrum, as do SVOD services like Netflix for some.
Online video like YouTube tends to sit further along
the spectrum as an easy way to kill some free time.
This age group is often constrained in terms of
access and control of the main TV screen, with
competing demands from parents, siblings or friends
in shared accommodation. This explains why they
watch more video on devices such as tablets and
smartphones – twice as much as the average adult.

—20—

IDENTITY

SOCIAL MAINTENANCE

YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADVERTISING

From the age of 14–16 young people are still
forming their identity and are very keen to connect
with people of a similar age, who they can relate to
and take guidance from. The emergence of vlogging
has hit the sweet spot for satisfying this need.

The need to connect socially is important for all
humans, but especially heightened for the young
who are still establishing who they are and where
they fit in. Social maintenance comes in two forms;
physical and virtual social maintenance.

In short, TV is generally the medium they trust
the most and successful advertising needs to make
them laugh, resonate with them and then let them
figure out how they’d like to react. Young people are
generally more apathetic towards advertising and
brands have to work harder to inspire and entertain
them. Humour is disproportionately important to
them and they are more likely to favour advertising
featuring personalities of a similar age that they can
relate to. They also tend to dislike being told what to
do – the hard sell is an active turn-off and they shun
overt social networking cues as they are more than
capable of making those connections themselves.

The study found that this age group also wants
to learn, not just out of interest, but for practical
purposes: to play the guitar, apply make-up, become
a good cook or learn to dance. The wide variety and
flexibility of short-form video content serves this
need well. TV also plays an important role, but often
at a more aspirational and directional level – hence
the ability of a show such as Channel 4’s ‘One
Born Every Minute’ to drive applications for
midwifery courses.

EVERY WEEK TV
REACHES 86% OF
16–24S

16–24S WATCH 62%
OF THEIR VIDEO VIA
THE TV SET

Physical social maintenance is a fundamental human
need. People like to spend time together and share
things together. TV plays a very important role here,
maintaining connections with both friends and
families. TV brings people together, through
a shared passion or entertainment.
Virtual social maintenance is a newer phenomenon
that has been turbo-charged by the rise of social
media. It helps explain why younger people in this
study claimed to feel so short of time despite being
so time-rich. Alongside having to maintain their
profile in the real world, they have to be continually
active in the virtual world, to maintain the persona
they want to portray and avoid missing out.
Short-form online video plays an important role
here as a currency for gaining kudos amongst
friends. TV is also active here as social media allows
people to virtually share TV experiences as a form
of social badging and self-expression.
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They claim to avoid advertising across all forms
of media, yet are able to talk easily about their
favourite ads, almost all of which are audio-visual
ones – particularly those on TV. It’s important for
advertisers to understand that although they might
not be directly targeting young people, these are
their future consumers and therefore building
a brand rapport at an early age is a great way
of gaining a competitive advantage.

THINKBOX
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WHAT NEXT?

16–24S ARE 84%
MORE LIKELY
TO TALK ABOUT
ADS THAN THE
AVERAGE ADULT

66% OF 16–24S' TV
VIEWING IN PEAK
IS SHARED WITH
SOMEONE ELSE

We generally try to avoid predictions, but this
research suggested that the way young people
view video now is not going to be set in stone
for the rest of their lives.
Life-stage, not age, is by far the most crucial factor
in video consumption; it’s inevitable that young
people will eventually grow up. This may happen
later than it did for previous generations, but
eventually they will have their own space, more
financial independence and their free time will
become more limited. Most people will eventually
find themselves in full-time employment and many
will settle down with partners and start families.
Their social circles will reduce as they move out of
education, the need to connect with those their own
age will lessen and, ultimately, their relationship with
video will stabilise.
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However, this is not to say their future video
choices will be identical to those of current
generations; they’ll be more accustomed to filling
their time with short-form content, media meshing
(using two different media simultaneously and
for a related purpose) and media stacking (using
two different media simultaneously for unrelated
reasons); they’ll also be used to having a wealth
of telly at their fingertips. But the role of video will
still be driven by need. Needs will shift as young
people get older and technology will continue to
change at an alarming pace. But this research clearly
demonstrated that TV, in all its forms, continues
to play a crucial role for this generation and will
continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

My Mad Fat Diary Channel 4
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RESEARCH, TRENDS & INNOVATION

Uncovering TV’s
hidden effects

The world of advertising response planning has
become increasingly complex recently and it has
never been more important to unpick exactly what
creates response. In this study, GroupM analysed
the response effects of a wide range of channels.
These included both brand and direct response
TV, radio, print, outdoor, direct mail, affiliates, online
display and paid online search. Through a unique
combination of analytics methodologies, including
econometric modelling and GroupM’s Spotlift tool,
the disparate effects of communications were
measured over the immediate, short- to mediumand long-term. Here we’ve boiled it down
to five key points.

Imagine a huge piece of media research.
Got it? Now triple the size of it and you’ll have
something roughly half the size of the study
by GroupM looking at advertising response.
‘TV Response: new rules, new roles’ was the
Himalayas of advertising research and equally
tricky to navigate.

Toast of London Channel 4

TV HAS HIDDEN EFFECTS

TV DRIVES RESPONSE DIRECTLY & INDIRECTLY THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS
(SHORT- TO MEDIUM-TERM RESPONSE)

Some responses to TV advertising are more
obvious and direct than others: people calling
phone numbers or visiting websites featured
in ads or visiting high-street stores. But TV also
creates indirect responses through online channels
which are harder to unpick, such as the 33%
of paid-for search which is driven by TV.

Direct

Indirect

UNCOVERING TV’S HIDDEN EFFECTS

45%

TV CREATES THE MOST SHORTTO MEDIUM-TERM SALES

TV ACCOUNTS FOR A THIRD OF CAMPAIGN-DRIVEN SALES
(SHORT- TO MEDIUM-TERM RESPONSE)

39%

Short- to mediumterm media

Source: TV Response: new rules, new roles, 2015,
GroupM/Thinkbox. Based on eight brands.
*Facebook metric is likes/comments

In total, media accounts for on average 39%
of sales in the short- to medium-term (within three
months of a campaign finishing). Of these mediadriven sales, 33% are driven by TV advertising,
more than any other communication channel.

3%

4%

8%

Source: TV Response: new rules, new roles, 2015,
GroupM/Thinkbox. Based on 15 brands

8%

10%
33%

33%

61%

29%

Base

25%

22%
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% of media-driven response (exc. base)

Bricks & mortar

Direct to site

Telephone

Online display

Facebook*

Affiliates

20%

Paid search

TV's contribution to media-driven response

26%

12%

33%
Other online
Radio & outdoor
DM & doordrop
Print
Affiliates
Online display
Generic PPC Search
TV
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UNCOVERING TV’S HIDDEN EFFECTS

TV IS 40% MORE EFFICIENT AT
DRIVING LONG-TERM RESPONSE

BRAND TV IS THE MOST COST-EFFICIENT LONGER-TERM CHANNEL
(LONGER-TERM RESPONSE)

Half of all advertising-driven response comes in the
long-term (3–24 months post-campaign) and brand
TV advertising is the most efficient driver of longterm response, responsible for half (52%) the impact
media has in the long term. On average, TV is 40%
more efficient at driving long-term response per
pound than the next best forms of communication.

Efficiency index at driving brand metrics (higher = better)
Brand TV
Outdoor
Print

Source: TV Response: new rules, new roles, 2015,
GroupM/Thinkbox. Based on 7 brands

Radio
DRTV
Online display
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

Efficiency index (uplift per spend)
Love Your Garden ITV

Marginal cost per response

Because of its enormous reach and scale,
TV advertising keeps generating a cost-efficient
level of response at higher levels of spend than
other media. Over the short to medium-term,
the point of diminishing returns – the point at which
cost per acquisition/cost per sale starts to become
inefficient – occurs at much higher levels of spend
for TV compared with other media channels.
This means there is more headroom to spend
efficiently on TV than any other channel, which
enables brands to drive a high volume of response
and profit. In fact, spend on TV advertising can be
2.7 times higher than online channels before there
is a significant decrease in efficiency, 2.5 times
higher than print and 2.8 times higher than radio.
Spend

TV
Online display
Outdoor
Radio
Affiliates
Generic PPC search
Print
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Source: TV Response: new rules, new roles, 2015,
GroupM/Thinkbox. Based on 7 brands

DRTV TENDS TO HAVE THE MOST EFFECT ON FIRST VIEWING
SHORT- TO MEDIUM-TERM RESPONSE
DRTV typical response curve
100%

80%
70%
60%

The implications of this are that DR campaigns
should maximise reach and minimise the number
of times the same person is exposed to an ad more
than twice. This flies in the face of how the majority
of DRTV airtime is conventionally bought, which has
been mostly daytime-only campaigns that tend to
be optimised for frequency over reach.

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
00%

DIRECT RESPONSE TV SHOULD BE
PLANNED TO MAXIMISE COVERAGE
ABOVE FREQUENCY
This was a surprise. Modelling the level of
response delivered per exposure for six direct
response-focused advertisers, GroupM found
that approximately 90% of total response was
generated after a viewer had seen an ad for
the first or second time.

90%
Cumulative Impact during a campaign

TV ADVERTISING DRIVES THE HIGHEST
VOLUME OF COST-EFFICIENT RESPONSE

TV DRIVES THE HIGHEST VOLUME OF COST-EFFICIENT RESPONSE
SHORT- TO MEDIUM-TERM RESPONSE

00

01

02
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Exposures
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10

Source: TV Response: new rules, new roles, 2015,
GroupM/Thinkbox. Based on 6 brands
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TV RULES THE VIDEO WORLD

TV rules the
video world
Everyone’s talking about video. And if they’re not
talking about it, they’re probably watching it. Video now
lives on our mobile apps, in our online news brands, on
entertainment sites and, of course, via TV channels and
through Broadcaster VOD services. But there is a huge
variety in the quality of the content – and, importantly,
the advertising context. Here, Thinkbox’s research chief
Matt Hill takes a look at the video world.
ALL TV IS VIDEO, NOT ALL VIDEO IS TV
There are many different types of video, from linear
TV to Broadcaster VOD to YouTube to the autoplays
that appear in Facebook feeds to subscription VOD
services like Netflix to cinema.
MATT HILL

Research and Planning
Director, Thinkbox

Our video consumption is no longer shackled
by bandwidth limitations, at least for those with
fibre or near enough to the exchange. And with
so much video at every turn, the video world can
be confusing. Newness and hype can obscure
the picture when it comes to understanding
how much we watch.
The world has changed at a faster rate than
measurement is able to keep up with. But, in
the absence of a single source, Thinkbox has tried
to put video viewing into context by combining a
variety of recognised research studies. By combining
comScore with BARB data, Broadcaster VOD stream
data, Rentrak box office numbers and calibrating this
metered/census level data with the IPA’s Touchpoints
study (real time, single source diary data from 5,000
people in the UK) we have a good idea of how video
consumption breaks down – and how it differs for
younger viewers.

TV ACCOUNTS FOR THREE
QUARTERS OF VIDEO TIME

Fargo Channel 4

TV DOMINATES THE WORLD OF VIDEO
AVERAGE VIDEO TIME PER DAY: 4 HOURS 35 MINUTES
(ALL INDIVIDUALS), 3 HOURS 25 MINUTES (16–24S)

In total, the average person in the UK watched
4 hours, 35 minutes a day of video in all its different
forms in 2015. This has increased by 15 minutes a day
since Thinkbox first analysed total video time in 2014.
TV – watched live, playback or on-demand across all
screens – accounted for 76% of the total in 2015.

Source: 2015, BARB / comScore / Broadcaster stream
data / OFCOM Digital Day / IPA Touchpoints 6 / Rentrak
All individuals

4.4%

5.8%

16–24s

YOUTUBE ACCOUNTS FOR 4.4%,
FACEBOOK 2.2% AND NETFLIX
LESS THAN 4%

4.4%

10.3%

YouTube has grown as a proportion of total video
in the last year, from 3.5% to 4.4%. Netflix has likely
also grown, but we can’t tell you exactly how much
it accounts for because Netflix is very guarded
about those figures. So Netflix is a chunk of the
4% alongside Amazon Prime and other SVOD
services. In 2014, total SVOD accounted for 2.2%
and it is probable that its growth has come at
the expense of DVDs, which accounted for
3.8% in 2014 but 2.9% in 2015.

0.4%

5.7%

4.0%

6.6%
61.6%

43.5%

6.4%

2.9%
3.0%

0.9%
8.7%
3.7%
7.0%
YouTube
Facebook
Other online video
Online 'adult' XXX video
Cinema
Subscription VOD
DVD
Broadcaster VOD
Playback TV
Live TV
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2.2%
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7.0%

11.4%
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LIFE-STAGE IMPACTS ON TIME SPENT VIEWING DIFFERENT FORMS OF VIDEO
Source: IPA Touchpoints 6 2015. Base: 16–24, 25–34, 25–34 with children

16–24

25–34

25–34 with children

Average Hours Viewed Per Day

03

02

01

00

'Today’s younger people
like on-demand forms
of video more than the
generations that didn't
grow up with it.'

TV

SVOD i.e. Netflix

TV DOMINATES YOUNG
PEOPLE’S VIDEO WORLD
16–24s watch 3 hours, 25 minutes of video
a day, with TV accounting for 57.5% of the total.
They watch over twice as much Broadcaster VOD
than the average (7% vs. 3%) and twice as much
SVOD (8.7% vs. 4%). This is no surprise; today’s
younger people like on-demand forms of video
more than the generations that didn't grow up
with it – and they are watching less live TV because
of it. But how, why and what it means for future
consumption is complex.

Other Online Video i.e. YouTube/Facebook

There are many reasons for this, from not having
control of the TV set in the family home to the
fact that young people’s space is limited, but
their time is boundless and boredom can be an
issue. Our ‘Truth about youth’ research (see p.20)
uncovered how video fulfils a variety of needs
for young people and how TV continues to play
a crucial role.

LIFE-STAGE INFLUENCES
OUR VIDEO CONSUMPTION
No one has a crystal ball, but it is possible
to glimpse what the future may hold. The IPA’s
Touchpoints study shows the impact that life stage
has on our viewing habits. Looking at different ends
of the millennials scale, we can see that as people get
older they watch less Netflix and YouTube, but more
TV. When they have children this behavioural change
is even more pronounced (see chart).
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I'm a celebrity... get me out of here ITV
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TV IN 2015 AT A GLANCE

[04]

[06]

TV in 2015 at a glance
What happened in commercial
TV during the last 12 months?
Here’s a taste…

HARVEY & HARMONY
BACK ON SCREENS

[03]

Third ad in the
Harvey series was
also one of the
nation’s top ten most
liked ads of 2015

LEADERS' DEBATE
DRAWS HUGE
AUDIENCE
EPIC STRUT WAS
EVERYWHERE

Moneysupermarket.
com unleashed
Dave’s moves
on the UK

FACEBOOK CREATES
FIRST BRITISH TV
CAMPAIGN

A peak audience
of 7.4 million (a 33%
share of viewing)
tuned in to watch
ITV’s Leaders’
Debate between
seven party leaders

CHANNEL 5 SOAP
CELEBRATES
MILESTONE BIRTHDAY

Australian soap
Neighbours on
screens for 30 years

ITV RUGBY WORLD CUP
REACHES 40 MILLION

ALZHEIMER’S
RESEARCH UK
LAUNCHES FIRST TV AD

The ad features
the late Sir Terry
Pratchett

UKTV WORKS WITH
CREATIVE SKILLSET

Broadcaster
announces Open
Doors event for
16–24-year-olds
who want to learn
about the television
industry
OMD AND CHANNEL 4
WIN GRAND PRIX AT
MEDIA WEEK AWARDS

Series 12 of the
hit TV show

Opening match
peaks with an
audience of
9.6 million on ITV.
The average viewer
watched nearly
9 hours of rugby
across the whole
tournament

THE FINAL EPISODE OF
PEEP SHOW IS AIRED

After 54 episodes
Mark and Jeremy
bid us farewell
LAUNCH OF ITV HUB

New destination for
all its TV channels
and online services
SKY NEWS BRINGS US
VIRTUAL REALITY
REPORTING

SOUND OF MUSIC
SCREENED LIVE

Musical screened
live on ITV

Award-winning
drama returned
for 2nd series

The social media
site’s ‘the friends’
campaign makes
it the biggestspending new
advertiser on
TV in 2015

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

CHANNEL 4 LAUNCHES
SERIES ON LGBT LIFE

COMMERICAL TV WINS
BIG AT THE BAFTAS

UK AGENCIES
TRIUMPH AT CANNES

TV ADVERTISING IN
THE UK TURNS 60

TFI BACK ON CHANNEL
4 FOR 8-WEEK SERIES

GROUPM UNCOVERS
TV'S HIDDEN EFFECTS

The last ever episode
of Mad Men is
screened on Sky
Atlantic

The UK roared with
18 Film Lions

POLLEN COUNT DATA
USED TO TARGET TV
VIEWERS

ITV2 REBRANDS

Winners include
Ant and Dec’s
Saturday Night
Takeaway, Grand
Designs, The Island
with Bear Grylls
and Sky News Live
at Five: Ebola

MCDONALD’S REALTIME TV SPOT DEBUTS
ON CHANNEL 4

DON DRAPER
SAYS GOODBYE

The UK's first
night rainbow lit
up Trafalgar Square
to celebrate the
start of Cucumber,
Banana and Tofu

FCB INFERNO’S ‘THIS
GIRL CAN’ SCOOPS
FIRST THINKBOXES
OF 2015

Here’s to the next
six decades…

Following success
of one-off return
earlier in the year

Thinkboxcommissioned study
lays bare the effects
of TV – see p.24

ALL 4 LAUNCHES ON
SONY PLAYSTATION
4 FOR CHRISTMAS

ITV BRINGS BACK
BROADCHURCH

THE NATIONAL
TELEVISION AWARDS

Gogglebox,
Alan Carr, Celebrity
Juice, Ant and Dec,
Downton Abbey,
This Morning,
The X Factor
and IACGMOOH
all triumph for
commercial TV
VISA SIGNS PRODUCT
PLACEMENT DEAL FOR
CORONATION STREET
AND EMMERDALE

JOHN LEWIS NAMED
ADVERTISER OF
EXCELLENCE

TREBOR LAUNCHES
FIRST TV AD IN A
DECADE

The retailer scoops
the grand prize at
the British Arrows

A great start for
creativity as Sport
England encourages
women to get fit
THINKBOX TURNS 10!

The UK’s favourite
TV marketing body
reaches double
figures

BRITAIN’S GOT
TALENT FINAL

PHD & DRUM’S LEGO
MOVIE AD BREAK
WINS GRAND PRIX

CHANNEL 4 WINNERS
AT BROADCAST
DIGITAL AWARDS

Return to TV for the
confectionery brand

Over 12 million
people watch Jules
O’Dwyer and Matisse
win the ITV show

E4 wins Channel
of the Year

At the Thinkbox
TV Planning Awards,
hosted by Romesh
Ranganathan

The fast food giant’s
new campaign
promoting its McCafe
beverages rolled out
during Channel 4’s
The Island with
Bear Grylls

CHANNEL 4 USES
‘PERSONA SYNTHETICS’
ADVERT TO PROMOTE
HUMANS

Persona Synthetics
website lets people
learn more about
‘Synths’ and gives
them the chance to
watch the trailer for
new drama Humans

[01]
[02]

The soaps featured
contactless payment
technology in
an example of
behavioural PP

YOUNG PEOPLE’S
VIDEO LIVES REVEALED

Thinkbox launches
the ‘Truth about
youth’ study –
see p.20

Piriteze uses Sky
AdSmart to reach
those most at risk
of hay fever

[05]

X FACTOR
RETURNS TO ITV

New identity for
channel aimed
at 16–34s

CORONATION STREET
GOES LIVE

The soap went
live on ITV as part
of the channel’s
60th anniversary
celebrations

Celebrated for
their invention
of synthetic
humans, giving the
broadcaster their
biggest drama
launch in 23 years

SKY INTRODUCES
ADVANCE

New technology
allows Sky to deliver
the right ad, at the
right time, in the
right sequence and
on the right screen

Viewers get closer
to the story with Sky
News’ first Virtual
Reality news report,
'Migrants Crisis'

CHANNEL 4’S NEW
PROGRAMMATIC
EXCHANGE

The broadcaster
unveils video
programmatic
exchange and ad
sales production
division
SKY UNVEILS SKY Q

RECORD AMOUNT
RAISED FOR TEXT
SANTA

ITV runs an ad
break created in the
medium of wool and
raises over £8 million
for charity

The home of all of
the broadcaster’s
digital services
becomes available
on Sony PlayStation
4 in the UK.
TV FROM SKY APP
ON XBOX ONE AND
AMAZON FIRE TABLETS

Sky’s TV streaming
service, TV from Sky,
launches on Xbox
One and Amazon
Fire tablets in the UK

A family of advanced
Sky Q products
connects wirelessly
to create a new
ecosystem that
makes TV viewing
seamless
01.	The Leaders'
Debate ITV
02. Gogglebox Channel 4
03.	Text Santa
Ad-break ITV
04.	The Sound of
Music ITV
05.	Alan Carr: Chatty
Man Channel 4
06.	Harvey & Harmony
Thinkbox
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NO LIKEY, NO LIGHTY

No likey, no lighty
Tess Alps on ad avoidance
[02]

We need to make advertising more likeable to head off
the potential adpocalypse, says Tess Alps, Thinkbox’s Chair.

TESS ALPS

Chair, Thinkbox

Two things dropped onto my metaphorical desk
recently that deserve some thought. The first was
the latest piece of work from Credos on behalf of
the Advertising Association and presented at Lead
2016 at the end of January. This is titled ‘State of
the Nation’ and it’s an analysis of how advertising is
viewed by the public, by MPs and by people working
in the ad industry. It doesn’t make for fun reading:
more than 40% of the public and MPs ‘don’t enjoy’
advertising; 73% think it’s manipulative; and fewer
people would recommend advertising as a career
to a family member than would recommend banking.
Perhaps most damning is that one in three of
advertising’s future leaders sometimes feel the need
to apologise for working in the industry. Yet most
respondents could rationally see the need for and
value in advertising. But we have to work much
harder at the ‘value exchange’ whereby people feel
their time and attention has been properly rewarded.
Then, from GlobalWebIndex, came the latest
figures on the rampant installation of ad-blockers;
38% of desk-tops and 37% of mobile devices now
carry an ad-blocker. Only 21% of people said they
weren’t interested in installing an ad-blocker. Could
these two reports be in any way linked? I think so.
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AD-BLOCKING MUST BE THE MOST
WRITTEN ABOUT AND DISCUSSED
TOPIC OF 2015
It’s serious stuff and is preventing publishers
being able to monetise fully their investment
in quality content. Some have likened it to theft.
But it’s crazy to dismiss this behaviour in those
terms when people are simply reacting to the ad
industry’s inability to self-police or a media-owner’s
cynical pursuit of the ‘investor story’. Although this
is supposedly an issue solely for online advertising
there are two important reasons why we in TV – and
every other medium and marketing discipline – must
understand the phenomenon: No.1, TV is online and
will become so to an increasing degree; and No.2,
there are crucial lessons about all advertising that
we can learn from this mess.
The motivations to block ads are several and
varied but not hard to understand by anyone with
an ounce of empathy: concerns over data privacy;
abuse of online behavioural tracking to retarget
ads ad nauseam; bandwidth hungry ads that
delay page loading and cost the user money; badly
mannered ads that obscure vision, are positioned
to promote accidental opening, difficult to close
ads or – embarrassingly – autoplay ads with sound;
the serving of malware along with these ads.

[01]

01. Take Me Out ITV
02.	Sainsbury's AMV BBDO
03.	Curry's PC World AMV BBDO

[03]

These are the natural concerns of ordinary people
who didn’t start off as militant ad-avoiders, but who
have been turned into them – by us. What were we
thinking? Add to this advertisers’ concerns about
fraud, non-human traffic and viewability and the
headlines about the ‘adpocalypse’ coming our
way make sense.
We’re not gloating over here in tellyland; we’re trying
to make sense of the clues. The lessons that TV
is taking from all this fall broadly into two areas:

MAKE TV ADS THAT PEOPLE LIKE
We’re good at this in the UK. TV ads are the
ones that 75% of people say make them laugh,
smile and remember. People rewind then to watch
again. People seek out their favourites and share
them online. Even the average ones are tolerated.
People skip the majority of ads in playback
viewing (which are not counted and hence free
to advertisers), but there’s no sign that people
are deliberately recording TV in order to skip ads.
Levels of playback on equivalent BBC content
are very similar to commercial TV (see p.12).
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We need to work tirelessly to keep improving on this
standard. There are a few areas where we could pull
our socks up a bit in my opinion: some sponsorship
credits, some new to TV advertisers, some response
advertising maybe. It’s subjective I know. We have
more ways to make TV advertising special; new
opportunities to explore, innovations – maybe a
bit of collaboration with the broadcasters or a spot
of interactivity – that can turn the ad breaks into
a real event and something to be anticipated.
Brands should also exercise their conscience on
every front: clarity, diversity, sexism, ageism etc.
Not just because people will increasingly expect
this from brands and reward those who play the
game honourably, but because it’s the right thing
to do. There’s a danger, when brands can get
away with making video ads that wouldn’t get past
Clearcast, to ‘push the envelope’, to risk offending
and alienating parts of the audience. It’s not big and
it’s not clever and it will eat away the high levels
of trust that people have in TV advertising.
(Continued overleaf)
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Ru Paul’s Drag Race truTV

'Let’s all make advertising
more likeable. Not only
does it have the best
chance of stopping the
‘adpocalypse’ in its tracks,
other research that we and
the IPA have done show
that it will also make
your ads work better.'

MAKE SURE WE DELIVER THESE
TV ADS IN A RESPECTFUL WAY
Even with a lovely ad in your back pocket,
there’s lots of potential for all sides to mess it up
still: misplaced ads, offensive contexts, overlong ad
breaks, excessive frequency (particularly in VOD),
unsuitable sponsorship vehicles, inappropriate use
of targeting. Sometimes this involves a trade-off
between volume and quality of inventory; we
need grown-up conversations when this arises.
The issue of personal data is also becoming
more crucial to TV advertising with the platform
companies, who hold names, addresses, banking
details and other personal information, able
to deliver customised addressable advertising.
Major broadcasters have also signed up many
subscribers to their VOD services, allowing them
to personalise advertising to an impressive level
using first-party data, rather than using less reliable
inferred data scraped from behavioural tracking.
This data is precious and broadcasters are treating
it like the gold dust it is.
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What this means is that viewers aren’t resentful
when ITV or Channel 4 require them to exempt their
services from ad-blockers if they want to watch the
programmes. This suggests that those broadcasters
have got the ‘value exchange’ right.
So let’s all make advertising more likeable.
Not only does it have the best chance of stopping
the ‘adpocalypse’ in its tracks, other research that
we and the IPA have done show that it will also
make your ads work better. ‘Likeability’ is the
best predictor of your advertising’s effectiveness.
Your shareholders and your customers will thank
you, and so will we.

You, Me and the Apocalypse Sky 1
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The UK and US TV markets
How they differ and
why that matters
[02]

Here, Decipher’s Nigel Walley explains how
the TV markets in the UK and across the Atlantic
have fundamental differences that mean they
can’t easily be compared.

NIGEL WALLEY

Managing Director,
Decipher

The UK’s television trade press seem to go
into waves of ‘TV apocalypse’ hysteria every
time Reed Hastings of Netflix makes a comment.
Most confusing is that his thoughts are immediately
ascribed to the UK as though the US and UK markets
worked in similar ways. In Decipher we have never
thought this was the case. The US market is uniquely
vulnerable to the encroachment of OTT operators
like Netflix and Amazon in ways that the UK market
just isn’t. So we thought we would lay out why.

THE UK IS A SINGLE TIMEZONE
Firstly, in the UK we are a single timezone so
big broadcasters are still able to create national
moments and use social media to drive people
back to live TV. Last year’s EastEnders ‘live’
episode is witness to that fact. However, it’s almost
impossible to deliver a ‘live’ experience in the US
with anything other than live sport as everything
is broadcast on a rolling release schedule across
the day. Reality shows can’t even run live voting and
results shows as they have to wait till everyone has
voted. As a result the American Idol final has a far
lower social media profile and a higher incidence
of timeshifted viewing than the UK X Factor final.

HUGE NATIONAL SOAP AUDIENCES
The US also has no equivalent of the UK’s national,
year round, daily soap culture where EastEnders and
Coronation Street drive large parts of the national
audience to watch live linear every day at a specific
time. Soaps in the US are perceived as second tier
content; their provision is fragmented and targeted
at sub-groups (e.g. the Hispanic housewife) rather
than used to set a national dialogue. The idea of using
a soap to push a national issue (e.g. the domestic
abuse storyline in Hollyoaks or Peggy Mitchell’s
breast cancer) is inconceivable in US television.
The US only comes together as a ‘national’ TV
audience for the Superbowl or Presidential elections,
whereas in the UK we have the soaps, Britain’s Got
Talent and Bake Off doing it on a weekly basis.

THE UK HAS AN EPG
This difference is compounded by the differing
role of the electronic programme guide (EPG).
In the US there are no rules on where the channels
are situated, and the position of the major networks
differs on every EPG in the country. In the UK, the
public sector channels are guaranteed the first
five slots on every EPG.

[01]

01. The News at Ten ITV
02.	Yonderland Sky 1
03.	Entourage Sky Atlantic

[03]

This positioning is hugely important as the
process of finding channels and programmes is
part of a national ritual. Even in the multi-channel
era, everyone in the UK understands the phrase
‘Channel 3’ to mean ITV so the top of page 1 of every
EPG is a recognisable ‘base-camp’ for all UK viewing.

THE UK HAS HIGHER QUALITY,
LOWER VOLUME TV ADVERTISING
The pervasiveness of poor quality, but high volume
TV advertising in the US means that channels are
often their own worst enemy in encouraging a flight
from linear to VOD. The strict rules on volume and
placement of commercial messages in the UK, and
our high-quality advertising culture, has meant we
don’t feel such a strong imperative to get away from
linear. The role of the BBC is also hugely important.
Being freed from having to include advertising has
meant that they have set a broadcast benchmark
that the commercial channels move away from at
their peril. Having an ad-free ‘base-camp’ at the top
of all UK EPGs, helps keep the UK viewer in the habit
of using linear.

LESS RISK OF CORD-CUTTING IN THE UK
One of the major reasons that the UK should not
be concerned about ‘cord-cutting’ (giving up a pay
TV subscription) is that the UK market is effectively
‘pre-cut’. Most of the people who would be likely to
‘cord cut’ in the UK have probably never had pay TV
to start with. In the US, 86% of households pay for a
full TV service compared with 54% in the UK. The US
could suffer a 32% drop in subscribers and still only
get back to the situation that the UK currently
finds itself in.

THE UK HAS HIGH QUALITY
FREE TO AIR PLATFORMS
The strength of the free-to-air (FTA) platform
offering compounds this. US TV execs are often
astounded by the quality of the UK FTA boxes
and services they see when they visit Decipher’s
iBurbia studios, where we have all the kit. They
just don’t have an equivalent set of free TV boxes
or services in the US and our ‘free’ ones are better
than many US ‘pay’ boxes. It is very hard to recreate
our free to air culture in the US because there is
no Freesat equivalent, and their DTT service is
under-powered and not really usable outside of
the major conurbations. This explains why the
US manufacturers like Apple never think about
launching a Freeview Apple TV box with broadcast
and VOD combined.
(Continued overleaf)
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Grey's Anatomy Sky Living

'In the UK, Netflix is more
of a top up movie service
and is being co-opted
by the TV platforms and
bundled into their boxes.'

The US actually has the opposite problem with
a glut of low quality set top boxes. TV platforms tend
to be fragmented and regional in the US where the
process of consolidation of cable has only happened
patchily. There are a few big providers (Comcast,
TimeWarner etc.) but lots of smaller, under-funded
ones whose set top boxes have low grade EPG,
digital recorder and on demand functionality and
weak content. For many people in the US, moving
from cable to Netflix (and therefore from linear
to VOD) is a quality improvement.

POOR PICTURE QUALITY IN THE US
As well as poor box functionality, the US struggles
with poor signal quality on the standard definition
(NTSC) linear channels. HD has only rolled out
patchily, so consumers also drift from linear to
OTT in search of better picture quality. A good
Netflix stream backed up by their quality content
delivery network looks much better than most
network broadcasts as they appear through
their pay TV boxes.
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THE UK HAS A POOR
NETFLIX CATALOGUE
The US Netflix catalogue is far superior to that of its
British counterpart and it acts as a full domestic TV
platform for a lot of US consumers. In the UK, Netflix
is more of a top up movie service and is being coopted by the TV platforms and bundled into their
boxes. As these services become integrated with
Freeview and Freesat in the supposedly FTA content
landscape, we see free and pay content co-existing
without one cannibalising each other.
As we said at the outset, much of the industry
commentary we hear and read at Decipher about
UK television is coloured by lazy, often misleading,
glances over the shoulder at our American cousins.
This doesn’t mean that we don’t face change and
generational challenges in the UK television industry.
It does mean we can plan for a future with a balance
between linear and on-demand that puts broadcast
channels at the heart of the TV experience. It is not
clear that the US can say the same.

Alan Davies As Yet Untitled Dave
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Happy birthday TV advertising
Still the most effective tool
in a marketer’s arsenal
[02]

The issue with anniversaries is that everything gets
so fucking retrospective. Rather than look to the future,
an anniversary inevitably makes us look back – in rose
tinted spectacles – rather than celebrate the current
and future potential of something.
That’s certainly been the case with the 60th
anniversary of TV advertising which has proven
to be an orgy of nostalgia for chimps in bowler
hats, old men looking for books about fly fishing
and small boys pushing yon bike up yon hill with
tha’ bread in’t basket.
MARK RITSON

Branding Professor

TV advertising does not need all this ennui.
Too many digital savants have already predicted
the death of TV as a marketing medium and this
60th anniversary risks becoming a wake if we are
not careful. Rather than look back at TV advertising’s
greatest moments I would much rather celebrate
its current awesomeness as a vital marketing tool.
So, just for the rest of this column, forget about
the 60th anniversary. In fact, go one better and
completely erase TV advertising’s long and storied
history from your brain. Imagine TV ads were
invented in 2014 by a young media planner who
suddenly realised that you could insert several
short promotional films into TV programming to
market a variety of branded products and services.
Rather than the old girl on the block, imagine how
TV would be viewed versus the more traditional
social media options like Facebook and Twitter
if we’d only just discovered it.
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For starters, what would we all make of the
spectacular reach of TV ads? Prior to the invention
of TV advertising in 2014 most advertisers had
become used to reaching single digits of the UK
population. Instagram, Pinterest and LinkedIn
for example all hovered around 9% of the British
population. Twitter impressed even more with
19% and, of course, Facebook with 43% reach
was the big daddy of them all. You can imagine
the incredulity of marketers after the launch of
TV advertising and the astonishing realisation
that its reach was 94% of the population.
Of course reach is only half the equation.
Many social media traditionalists sneered at
such a huge audience and assumed it must have
come at the expense of actual time spent with
the medium. Social media, after all, boasted a
whopping two hours and thirteen minutes of activity
each day across its platforms. Again, however the
revolutionary new TV ad medium was far superior.
The average viewer watches 3 hours and 44 minutes
of TV each day – exactly the length of Gone with
the Wind. And within that activity, each viewer sees
45 TV ads each and every day – akin to watching
a whole Seinfeld episode just containing TV ads.

[03]

[01]

01.	John Lewis adam&eveDDB
02. Mentos BBH
03.	Moneysupermarket.com Mother

This new medium of TV advertising might have
become appealing to the general population, but
many digital strategists pointed out that it was likely
to falter when it comes to targeting the younger
tech-literate generations that had grown up with
social media as their prime source of interaction.
Imagine their amazement when TV quickly became
popular with even the youngest and most digital
demographics. In 2014, after just one year of
existence, TV watching and the ads contained within
had become the dominant viewing activity of 15 to
24-year-olds. With 41% of their audience time spent
watching TV it had become almost three times more
time consuming than social media each day.
Another great USP for TV advertising was that
it was actually much more of a social media than,
er, social media. Six times as many viewers said
they would talk about TV ads than those they had
encountered on so-called social media. They may
well use social media as a channel to do the talking,
but the vast majority of the brands and ads that
are being discussed there are those featured
in TV advertising.
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Best of all was the ROI. Throughout the history
of social media there had been debate after debate
on what ROI was, whether it was even relevant and
how it should be measured. The new medium of
TV advertising learned from these mistakes and
commissioned expert and objective assessments
that demonstrated that, on average, every pound
invested in TV advertising returned £1.79 in profit
to the advertiser.
Obviously, the 60th anniversary of TV advertising
is a cause for retrospection and reflection. But don’t
think for one minute that TV advertising is ready
to retire and reach for its slippers just yet. It remains
the biggest, most vibrant and most effective tool
in the marketing arsenal.
Happy birthday old girl, see you in 2075.
Mark Ritson is Professor of Marketing and
Advertising at Melbourne Business School
and PPA Business Columnist of the Year 2015.
This article first appeared in Marketing Week
in September 2015. www.marketingweek.com
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The year in commercial TV
By Lisa Campbell
[02]

This year we’re very lucky to have
Lisa Campbell, Director of the Edinburgh
International Television Festival, cast her
expert eye over the superb TV programmes
that graced the commercial screen in 2015.
In a recent speech to parliament on diversity in the
TV industry, actor Idris Elba, one of Britain’s most
successful exports, noted:
'In terms of real estate on this earth, we’re
a small island. But in terms of culture, we’re
a huge continent.'
LISA CAMPBELL

Director, Edinburgh
International Television
Festival

Our creative and cultural prowess means Britain
PLC is indeed booming: actors such as Elba are hot
property in Hollywood; British series are increasingly
showered in awards and snapped up by voracious
global channels and platforms; and the value of the
independent production sector has just topped
a massive £3 billion.

BRINGING DRAMA TO LIFE
The big story of recent years has been the UK’s
quality drama and in 2015, it continued to engage
audiences, provoke debate, smash ratings records
and contribute to international programme sales
being at an all-time high.
Attracting the most anticipation at the start of
2015 was Broadchurch with a series of tantalising
trailers marking its return to ITV. And with writer
Chris Chibnall describing its finale as 'the cheekiest
cliffhanger yet — a real shocker', we can expect
similar fervor ahead of series 3 this year.
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More frenzied excitement came courtesy of season
5 of HBO’s Game of Thrones, its dramatic, and for
many, devastating finale proving to be one of the
TV moments of the year. Not surprisingly, it saw
Sky Atlantic clock up a record audience of 3.1 million.
Just as shocking at times – the fork scene springs
to mind – was Sky Atlantic’s chilling thriller Fortitude –
noteworthy too for the level of investment Sky
is committing to homegrown drama. It is Atlantic’s
most successful original commission to date and has
been sold to more than 100 broadcasters. Alongside
such big-budget originations and its HBO deal, Sky
has announced a huge deal with Showtime to air
a raft of new hits, not least the return of one of the
best TV dramas of all time, David Lynch’s iconic
Twin Peaks.
Topping the list for Channel 4 is Humans, its biggest
drama in 20 years. This was a sci-fi series for the
non-geek that cleverly played on our fears of future
technology. And thanks to Gemma Chan’s utterly
convincing performance, got everyone asking:
‘Would you have a synth?’

[01]

01.	Fortitude Sky Atlantic
02. Coronation Street ITV
03.	Humans Channel 4

[03]

Like the other major broadcasters, C4 has pledged
to boost diversity on- and off-screen, with CEO
David Abraham singling out Humans for putting
diversity at the heart of mainstream programming.
'Channel 4 aims to appeal to the tastes of younger
audiences – they are significantly more diverse than
the over 65s, so it’s only right we reflect this natural
diversity,' he said at a recent C4 event, promising
the same would be true for its biggest hits, including
Gogglebox and First Dates.
Likewise, the dramas Cucumber, Banana and Tofu
fell into this camp. Fifteen years after Queer as
Folk exploded onto screens, writer Russell T Davies
returned to explore the passions and pitfalls of 21stcentury gay life. Reflecting C4’s remit to innovate
and adapt to changing viewing patterns, the three
shows were interlinking and tailored for their C4,
E4 and 4OD audiences respectively.
The channel’s recent co-production deal with Netflix
and new online drama platform Walter Presents
mean Channel 4 is well-placed to meet the current,
unprecedented global appetite for drama of quality
and scale.
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Sadly, 2015 also meant having to say goodbye to
some much-loved drama, not least ITV’s Downton
Abbey. However, Julian Fellowes provided the
perfect send-off to his Edwardian blockbuster –
the most-watched drama of the year with
10.9 million tearfully tuning in.
ITV also scored winners in soaps and sport.
With storylines including Deirdre Barlow’s
heartbreaking death and a live episode marking
ITV’s 60th birthday, Coronation Street was at its
most moving and most thrilling, securing its place
as 2015’s biggest soap.
More hair-raising live action came courtesy of England
v Wales in the Rugby World Cup with a massive 9.7
million tuning in to ITV. Sadly, England didn’t perform
quite so well but at least more edge-of-the-seat sport
is guaranteed thanks to ITVs coverage of Six Nations
and EURO 2016, not to mention more top-flight
football courtesy of Sky Sports and BT Sport.
(Continued overleaf)
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'Looking back at the
highlights of British
commercial television
over the past 12 months,
it’s little wonder that
this tiny nation has
become the darling
of the world stage.'

[04]

[02]

[01]

ENDURING POWER OF ENTERTAINMENT
In entertainment, Britain’s Got Talent remained on
top, and despite (or, perhaps, because of…) some
ruffled fur over a performing dog, the final was
watched by 12.7 million proving the continuing power
of the big ent shows to capture the nation’s hearts.
Meanwhile, reality TV shows no sign of losing its
appeal. UKTV celebrated its most successful year
after record-breaking viewing put it neck and neck
with Channel 5’s and Sky’s portfolios, partly driven
by the success of Dave’s runaway hit Storage
Hunters UK. Its Celebrity Special version was its
biggest hit of the year, narrowly beating another
gem, Dave Gorman's Modern Life is Goodish.
But back to reality and A&E has successfully adapted
its huge hit Dance Moms for Lifetime in the UK, with
Jennifer Ellison presiding over the tribulations – and
the tantrums – and the genre’s enduring popularity
is welcome news for C5 which supercharged the
Big Brother franchise with great aplomb. Alongside
stablemate MTV’s breakout hits, Geordie Shore
and Ex on the Beach, these series create stars,
controversy and acres of coverage, which of
course, means ratings.
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Channel 5 successfully created a social experiment
of a different kind with 10,000 BC tasking individuals
to live Stone Age-style, and whether it’s driven
by sheer admiration or schadenfreude, it seems
audiences can’t get enough of following ordinary
people to inhospitable places. Stand-out hits include
Ben Fogle: New Lives in the Wild on C5 and Bear
Grylls’ The Island on C4, the latter planning to
further tap into the trend with the ambitious
Eden in 2016/17.
Of course, the go-to channel for survival fans
is Discovery with Emmy-winning fare such as
Deadliest Catch and Naked and Afraid – the latter
saw the launch of an ‘XL’ edition, as if a basic lack
of water and mosquito bites in er, awkward places,
weren’t bad enough.

KEEPING THE NATION INFORMED
The big current affairs story of the year was
of course the general election, a perfect illustration
of the power of television with more than one third
of voters saying they were influenced by the TV
debates in the run up to voting, according to
a BBC report.

01.	Storage Hunters Dave
02.	Big Brother Channel 5
03.	Dave Gorman’s Modern
Life is Goodish Dave
04.	Adventure Time Cartoon
Network

ITV rose to the challenge of covering a seven-way
debate, watched by 7 million viewers, while C4
also achieved the impossible by making politics
appealing to younger audiences with a fresh
approach. Its Alternative Election Night was an
irreverent take on events, while its comedy Ballot
Monkeys saw parts of the episode written on the
day of transmission for topicality. It was hugely
ambitious but it worked. Another creative approach
came via a play, The Vote, set in a polling station
and broadcast live on More4.
Elsewhere in factual, true crime continues to be the
big story, with perennially popular fare including 24
Hours in Police Custody and The Murder Detectives
on C4; Britain’s Worst Crimes and Police Interceptors
on C5; to the wall-to-wall crime series on Crime and
Investigation Network. And it isn’t just male viewers
tuning in. In the US, Investigation Discovery became
the top cable channel for women at the end of 2015
and numbers are rising.
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Meanwhile, the global success of the podcast Serial
is resulting in a more dramatic style of storytelling
in TV documentaries – The Jinx on Sky Atlantic last
year, and Making a Murderer on Netflix this year
are two high profile examples. That trend is set to
continue, not least given both their addictive nature
and the widespread, international press coverage
these series produce.

STILL DOING IT FOR THE KIDS
Finally, let’s not forget the kids – or the teens and
students if we’re talking about the award-winning
Adventure Time. The Cartoon Network favourite was
given a new friend this year with the launch of the
funny and endearing We Bare Bears while Disney’s
spin-off of '90s classic, Boy Meets World, goes
from strength to strength, with Girl Meets World
in production on an eagerly-awaited third series.
Looking back at the highlights of British commercial
television over the past 12 months, it’s little wonder
that this tiny nation has become the darling of the
world stage.

Awarding TV
excellence

The Lego Movie Ad Break PHD and Drum
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AWARDING TV EXCELLENCE

Rigour, invention, effectiveness
The Thinkbox TV Planning
Awards 2015

RIGOUR, INVENTION, EFFECTIVENESS

BEST USE OF TV INNOVATION/GRAND PRIX
THE LEGO MOVIE AD BREAK BY
PHD AND DRUM FOR WARNER BROS.

BEST USE OF TV IN AN INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN
MONTY THE PENGUIN BY
MANNING GOTTLIEB OMD FOR JOHN LEWIS

CREDITS

CREDITS

Client: Alex Lewis, VP & Director of Marketing, Film
Agency: PHD and Drum

Client: Rachel Swift, Head of Brand Marketing
Agency: Manning Gottlieb OMD

OUR REVIEW

OUR REVIEW

This was a masterpiece. It tapped into adults’ magical
childhood memories to transform four well-known British
TV spots into Lego for a peaktime ITV ad break. It required
coordinating no fewer than 23 stakeholders. Six million
people watched the ad break, with a further 1.1 million
watching on YouTube and endless word of mouth. It was
the best performing ad break YouGov had ever tested,
driving an incremental 5% of the opening week’s box office
revenue, an excellent ROI, and doing its bit to make
The LEGO Movie the highest grossing film of the year.

Manning Gottlieb OMD created a TV-led campaign – the
TV ad premiered exclusively in Gogglebox – surrounded
by an immersive world of social media amplification and
activation, from Monty’s Den in store to e-storybook apps,
and a partnership with Microsoft bringing customers’
toys to life before their eyes. The five week TV campaign
reached 83% of the UK, was viewed 29 million times online
and earned over 800,000 “shares”. Christmas sales grew
5.5% to a record high, delivering a profit ROI of £7.44 on
every pound spent on marketing.

ALSO SHORTLISTED

ALSO SHORTLISTED

Transformer 4: Age of Extinction by MEC for Paramount;
Share a Coke and 4oD by MediaCom for Coca-Cola;
Sam Smith live by MediaCom for Capitol Records.

People purr over pawesome pets by Carat Manchester
for Pets at Home; Capturing cactus curiosity by OMD for
Citroen; Christmas is for sharing by PHD and AMV BBDO
for Sainsbury's (highly commended).

The Thinkbox TV Planning Awards celebrate brilliant
TV planning; the best use of TV advertising’s vibrant
palette. 2015’s crop was a joy to behold. Integration and
innovation took centre stage and the judges were struck
by the wealth of inventive new approaches displayed
by the winning entries, the most outstanding of which
fuelled social engagement and worked seamlessly
across multiple platforms.
THE JUDGES

Tess Alps Chair, Thinkbox (and Chair of judges)
Maisie McCabe Deputy Editor, Campaign
Lucy Barnes Strategy Director, Carat Manchester
Jonathan Allan Sales Director, Channel 4
Martin Heaton Cooper VP Commercial Development
UK, Ireland & IAS EMEA, Discovery
Simon Daglish Sales Director, ITV

Rebecca Moody Chief Strategy Officer,
Ogilvy & Mather
Richard Keen Head of Product Marketing,
PlayStation UK
Roisin Donnelly Brand Director, Northern Europe,
Procter & Gamble
Mark Girling Managing Director, Rocket

Jon Wilkins Executive Chairman, Karmarama

Richard Huntington Chief Strategy Officer,
Saatchi & Saatchi

Paul Knight Chief Operating Officer,
Manning Gottlieb OMD

Chris Locke UK Trading Director, Starcom
MediaVest Group

Jenny Smith Head of Planning, Maxus

Leila Travis Head of Planning, Thinkbox

Mike Colling Managing Director, MC&C

Russell Place Managing Director, UM London

Steve Gladdis Managing Partner & Joint Head
of Planning, MediaCom

Simon Davis Chief Executive, Blue 449

Kate Waters Strategy Partner, Now
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RIGOUR, INVENTION, EFFECTIVENESS

BEST NEWCOMER TO TV
SWITCHING THE NATION ON TO SSE BY
OMD FOR SSE

BEST ONGOING USE OF TV
SHOULD'VE GONE TO SPECSAVERS BY
MANNING GOTTLIEB OMD FOR SPECSAVERS

BEST USE OF SPONSORSHIP
THIS IS ABUSE BY
MEDIACOM FOR THE HOME OFFICE

SPECIAL AWARD: BEST USE OF SOCIAL TV
PEOPLE PURR OVER PAWESOME PETS BY
CARAT MANCHESTER FOR PETS AT HOME

CREDITS

CREDITS

CREDITS

CREDITS

Client: Jonathan Bunkall, Head of Media Planning & Advertising
Agency: OMD

Client: Juliet Bousfield, Head of National Marketing
Agency: Manning Gottlieb OMD

Client: Lucy Jewitt, Head of communications
Agency: MediaCom

Client: Scott Jefferson, Marketing Director
Agency: Carat Manchester

OUR REVIEW

OUR REVIEW

OUR REVIEW

OUR REVIEW

SSE was a brand nobody recognised and OMD knew they
needed to build an emotional connection with consumers,
so TV was the ideal platform. The campaign launched with
a high profile, 90 second spot in the X Factor introducing
Maya, the city-shy orang-utan. This was followed by
a roadblock across the top 20 highest reaching channels.
A quarter of the target audience was reached within just
2 hours. A 30 second edit built frequency, complemented
by cinema, VOD and YouTube activity. SSE’s website
experienced a 33% uplift in visits and Google searches
doubled; spontaneous awareness jumped by 52%
and sales calls increased by over 60%.

'Should’ve gone to Specsavers' is a hugely successful
fame campaign but by 2011 Specsavers saw a decline in the
memorability of its TV advertising. To tackle this, Manning
Gottlieb OMD transformed its TV planning, focusing less
on individual creative and more on total effects over time.
By running TV with other channels, such as VOD and cinema,
they delivered a 12% sentiment uplift. They targeted big
TV shows, upped their weights to build cover quickly and
rescheduled creative to give each solus presence. They also
exploited the TV idea in social and press as well as sponsoring
films across Channel 4 to ensure their TV activity dwarfed
the competition. It all yielded spectacular success and
increased ROI for the brand.

NSPCC research shows that one in four teenage girls
experiences physical abuse in a relationship while three
quarters face emotional abuse. Communicating with teens
is challenging, especially when it’s about a behaviour no-one
wants to publicly admit to perpetrating or being the victim of.
MediaCom’s solution was to use popular culture as a Trojan
horse in teen’s lives. They partnered with the Home Office and
Channel 4 to create bespoke ads that ran alongside a storyline
in Hollyoaks about an abusive relationship. Featuring actors
from the programme, the ads were designed to help teenagers
recognise the signs of abuse, empower them to challenge
unacceptable behaviour, inform them how to find advice or
support and encourage them to talk about the subject openly.
The content was also placed across other teen touchpoints
such as VOD, social media, online and radio. The campaign
created a positive shift in awareness and recognition and
crucially got people talking about an important subject
when previously it had been hidden away.

Pets at Home had not addressed consumers through a mass
communication channel for 18 months and brand awareness
was in decline. Carat Manchester’s solution was to involve
the public, inviting the nation to share favourite pet moments
using #mypetmoments on social media. A TV commercial was
built from the clips that the public offered up – and 1.2 million
people engaged with content across the campaign. Delivering
twice as many sales as previous campaigns, like-for-like sales
increased by 5.55% with a 31% increase in positive sentiment
for the brand.

ALSO SHORTLISTED

Leaseplan Go launches in the B2C market by Adconnection
for LeasePlan Go; Captain Morgan finds fame on Dave by
Carat for Captain Morgan.

ALSO SHORTLISTED

How a small change achieved a huge difference by UM
Manchester for Aldi; Quorn’s TV-fuelled growth by Initiative
for Quorn; Putting TV at the core of communications by
Manning Gottlieb OMD for John Lewis.

ALSO SHORTLISTED

The Times takes Homeland hostage by m/SIX for The Times;
Cadbury Christmas by PHD for Mondelez International.
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SPECIAL AWARD: BEST USE OF DATA
SHARE A COKE AND 4OD BY
MEDIACOM FOR COCA-COLA

SPECIAL AWARD: BEST LOW BUDGET USE OF TV
SAM SMITH LIVE BY
MEDIACOM FOR CAPITOL RECORDS

CREDITS

CREDITS

Client: Chris Ross, Senior Brand Activation Manager
Agency: MediaCom

Client: Tom Paul, Head of Marketing at Capitol Records
Agency: MediaCom

OUR REVIEW

OUR REVIEW

To maintain the momentum of the 'Share a Coke' campaign
in its second year, MediaCom added a personal touch with
the world’s first fully personalised, broadcast video-on-demand
campaign. Using the 4OD Adapt iVOD format, the campaign
surprised four million viewers aged 16–34 with personalised
ads featuring their names on a bottle of coke. The results were
compelling: social reach of #ShareACoke peaked at 29 million,
attention among teens increased by 28% and purchase intent
rose by 24%.

With a first-week sales target of 100,000 units for Sam Smith’s
debut album, MediaCom had to come up with something special.
And it did, recruiting the singer to deliver the world’s first live
performance in an ad break. The performance of headline single
Stay With Me during the final break of Channel 4’s Alan Carr:
Chatty Man reached more than 1.1 million people. A further
680,000 watched the live stream online and, thanks to
a partnership with Google Play, viewers could download
the gig straight away.
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2015’s most
creative ads
The Thinkboxes
Great TV advertising creativity makes
brands famous and that fame makes brands
profit. The Thinkboxes, our bi-monthly awards
scheme, honour the UK’s most creative TV
advertising. Chosen by our Creative Academy,
they celebrate the cream of the crop.

When your cup of tea hangs suspended en route
to your mouth as you take in a brilliant piece of TV
advertising, it is easy to forget the months of labour
and craft that went into those compelling seconds.
It is also easy to overlook the partnership and trust
between advertiser and creative teams that was
required to reach such invention. The Thinkboxes
celebrate these moments and the people behind
them. Now in their eighth year, the awards are run
in association with Haymarket Brand Media and
the winners are chosen by the 250 strong Thinkbox
Creative Academy, made up of senior individuals
from the advertising industry, all of whom have
previously won awards for their TV advertising work.

2015’S MOST CREATIVE ADS

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2015
THIS GIRL CAN BY
FBC INFERNO FOR SPORT ENGLAND

MARCH/APRIL
THE MESSENGER BY
WIEDEN & KENNEDY FOR ARLA SKYR

CREDITS

CREDITS

Client: Josie Stevens
Director: Kim Gehrig
Agency: FCB Inferno

Client: Sam Dolan
Director: Dougal Wilson
Agency: Wieden & Kennedy

'Millions have engaged with it and every day we’re inundated
with stories of women being inspired to get active. And the
really exciting thing is that there’s more to come.'
Tanya Joseph
Director of Business Partnerships, Sport England

'We are thrilled with how the campaign is looking and
the TV spot is an amazing way to launch our wonderful
Icelandic-style yoghurt.'
Sam Dolan
Senior Brand Manager, Yoghurt, Arla

'Provocative copy, inspiring imagery and awesome music
all knot together to show women of all shapes and sizes
that sport is fun.'
Richard Megson
Thinkbox Academy Member, Creative Director,
The Red Brick Road

RUNNERS UP

2015 was another vintage year. Inspiring, liberating,
energising – and even life-saving. The creative
masters at work were…

Dream goal by Anomaly for Budweiser; Freestyle by Wieden
& Kennedy for Lurpak; Keep control by AMV BBDO for Tena Men;
The Deliverables by WCRS for Warburtons.

RUNNERS UP

Keep up by Wieden & Kennedy for Honda; The joy
of storage by Mother for IKEA; Dave's epic strut by Mother
for Moneysupermarket.com; Small victory by Now for
Nuffield Health.

Arla Skyr Wieden & Kennedy
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2015’S MOST CREATIVE ADS

MAY/JUNE
WE’VE SEEN IT ALL BY
ADAM&EVEDDB FOR AA

JULY/AUGUST
FIND YOUR FLOW BY
GREY FOR LUCOZADE ENERGY

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
HEART DISEASE IS HEARTLESS BY
DLKW LOWE FOR BHF

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
THE GIANT CRUMPET SHOW BY
WCRS FOR WARBURTONS

CREDITS

CREDITS

CREDITS

CREDITS

Client: Benjamin Kaye
Director: Scott Lyon
Agency: adam&eveDDB

Client: Nina Meusburger
Director: Nathan Price
Agency: Grey

Client: Carolan Davidge
Director: Tom Tagholm
Agency: DLKW Lowe

Client: Mark Simester
Directors: Declan Lowney and Crash Davenport
Agency: WCRS

'It’s a very British ad that showcases quite iconic things that
British people do. These are all true stories. Everything that
we shot (for the ad) is based on something that has happened
in the past that we’ve taken out of our archives.'
Benjamin Kaye
Head of Brand Communications, The AA

'With a light-hearted tone and a twinkle in the eye, we are
celebrating the women and men who have found their
rhythm and are making the most out of every day.'
Nina Meusburger
Head of Marketing, Lucozade Energy

'The British Heart Foundation sees a soon-to-be-deceased dad
played opposite his very alive son. It all takes place implausibly
in the classroom. But the film works so well and, because it does,
it convinces by making us see the world anew.'
Brian Cooper
Thinkbox Academy Member, Executive Creative Director, Dare

'We wanted to get people talking about bakery, and the
reaction surpassed expectations.'
Mark Simester
Marketing Director, Warburtons

'The AA throws three completely different stories together,
and with wit and charm shows how it has seen it all over the
years. The edit is a lovely balance of intrigue and reveal.'
Russell Ramsey
Thinkbox Academy Member, Executive Creative Director, JWT
RUNNERS UP

Freestyling by Mother for Halfords; Only ordinary by name
by adam&eveDDB for John Smith's; Cricket and weather
sponsorship by VCCP for Royal London; Five stages of
tang by 101 for Tango.

'It’s not just what you say that is important: how you say
it is what reveals everything about you. Whether it’s with
a smile or a tear, the emotional connection through execution
is where advertising’s alchemy happens.'
Kate Stanners
Thinkbox Academy Member, Chief Creative Officer,
Saatchi & Saatchi
RUNNERS UP

Dog by AMV BBDO for Currys PC World; Brothers by BBH for
KFC; Horse Story by adam&eveDDB for Lloyds Bank; You can’t
get any more Ribenary by JWT London for Ribena.
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'This campaign marks the start of a long-term strategy for BHF
which aims to shift the way people think about heart disease.'
Carolan Davidge
Director of Marketing and Engagement,
British Heart Foundation
RUNNERS UP

Every spoonful a new adventure by The Red Brick Road
for Glorious! Soups; Steps by BBH for Honda; Please not
them – Noel Edmonds by adam&eveDDB for Lotto;
Make them giants by JWT London for O2.

'The Muppets stole Christmas for me. When your Dad leans over
on Christmas Day and asks 'how much did that cost?' you know
that TV has chalked up another watercooler moment.'
Laurence Green
Thinkbox Academy Member, Founding Partner, 101
RUNNERS UP

Spare the Act by AMV BBDO for Currys PC World; Mog's
Christmas Calamity by AMV BBDO for Sainsbury's; Man on
the Moon by Adam & Eve/DDB for John Lewis; The Friendship
Bucket Test by Bartle Bogle Hegarty for KFC.
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HOW CAN WE HELP

WHO WE ARE ASKED QUESTIONS
FREQUENTLY

Frequently Asked Questions
In 2015, this is what you
asked us. All the time. Really.
You wouldn’t stop. It was
distracting.

We Bare Bears Cartoon Network

'If you would like some
facetime with us, give
us a brief on what you
would like to know
about and we’ll do
our best to deliver.'

01/WHEN ARE YOU GOING
TO LAUNCH A NEW WEBSITE?

03/HOW MANY EMAIL NEWSLETTERS
DID YOU SEND OUT?

Are you sitting down? Good. We have! At the
end of last year the brand new thinkbox.tv took the
internet by storm. It’s far and away the best website
for a commercial TV marketing body in the UK ever
to have been launched. And it has been created
with you – yes, you – in mind, with lashings of new
features and functionality, like the ‘My Thinkbox’
section where you can quickly save content you
want to be able to come back to.

Er, 20. Odd question. But if you didn’t receive
them, you can register for them on our BRAND
NEW website. They are mercifully infrequent and
always full of goodness.

02/HOW MANY PRESENTATIONS
TO AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS
DID YOU DO IN 2015?
In 2015 we did 232 presentations to agencies and
advertisers around the UK and abroad. Thank you for
asking. If you would like some facetime with us, give
us a brief on what you would like to know about and
we’ll do our best to deliver – all for free. To arrange
a presentation contact kate.allinson@thinkbox.tv
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04/WHY ARE YOUR TRAINING
SESSIONS SO POPULAR?
Probably because we do our best to make sure
trainees leave brimming with knowledge and
inspiration about TV advertising. They’re also free
to anyone working at a UK advertiser, a media
or advertising agency, or for one of Thinkbox’s
associates, shareholders, or their partner companies.
Details on upcoming workshops are on our
INCREDIBLY NEW website, or get in touch
if you want something more bespoke.

'There is only one thing
we love more than TV
advertising, and that is
helping advertisers get
the best out of it.'

05/WHY ARE YOUR EVENTS
SUCH LANDMARKS IN THE
MEDIA CALENDAR?

07/YOU ARE KNOWN FOR BEING
REALLY HELPFUL, DO YOU HAVE
A DESK DEVOTED TO HELPING?

Because we get the best speakers and thinkers to
think and speak about the hottest topics in media.
Last year we heard from the likes of Sir Lenny Henry,
Lucy Jameson of Grey, Andy Duncan of Camelot,
Karen Blackett OBE of MediaCom… we could go on.
And they’re free. Details of upcoming events can be
found on our GLEAMING NEW website.

We do. It’s called the helpdesk and
it is there for any questions you might
have about TV or TV advertising. Either
email planning@thinkbox.tv or call on
020 7630 2320. Help nirvana awaits.

06/WHAT DO YOU LOVE MORE
THAN TV ADVERTISING?
There is only one thing we love more than
TV advertising, and that is helping advertisers
get the best out of it. And, if we force ourselves
to name one other thing, it is the accurate reporting
of TV advertising. Our EXTRAORDINARILY NEW
website has all the latest facts and figures you
could dream of. But if you are a journalist and
can’t find what you’re after, get in touch with
our Head of Communications, Simon Tunstill
simon.tunstill@thinkbox.tv, and he’ll help.
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GET IN CONTACT

WITH THANKS TO

LINDSEY CLAY

TESS ALPS

Chief Executive
lindsey.clay@thinkbox.tv

Chair
tess.alps@thinkbox.tv

MATT HILL

ANDREW MACGILLIVRAY

Director of Research
& Planning
matt.hill@thinkbox.tv

Marketing Director
andrew.macgillivray@thinkbox.tv

JAINE TAMPLIN

Manning House,
22 Carlisle Place, Victoria,
London SW1P 1JA
020 7630 2320
thinkbox.tv

EA to the CEO
& Company Secretary
020 7630 2332
jaine.tamplin@thinkbox.tv
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